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KANGXI VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp with multicolored Kangxi design. Comes on an acrylic base with 

0.5″ trim drum shade in white. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 30.5" H Item Number:  JDZL-1435RDP $567.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND WHITE DRAGON 

GINGER JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain ginger jar lamp with blue and white dragon design, carved details, and 

antique finish. Comes on an acrylic base with white box pleated shade. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 30" H Item Number:  1942BUP $765.00 MSRP       
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MULTICOLORED JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain jar with multicolored figures design. Comes on a hand-gilded gold leaf 

base with box pleated shade in cream. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 28.5" H Item Number:  1922GL $957.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND RUST VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp with blue and rust design. Features real brass hardware with 

hand-rubbed antique finish. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 33.5" H Item Number:  17019GL $567.00 MSRP       
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MULTI-COLORED FIGURES 

LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain jar lamp with multicolored figure design on hand-gilded gold leaf base. 

Comes with box pleated shade in cream color. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 31" H Item Number:  1772GL $1,047.00 MSRP       
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MANDARIN BEAKER LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain beaker lamp with multicolored Mandarin design. Comes on a hand-gilded 

gold leaf base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 30" H Item Number:  JDZL-6078GL $1,167.00 MSRP       
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KANGXI BEAKER VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain beaker vase lamp with multicolored Kangxi figures design. Comes on an 

acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed 

antique finish. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 31" H Item Number:  JDZL-1524RDP $765.00 MSRP       
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BLUE & MULTI-COLOR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase with blue and multicolored peacock design on acrylic base with 0.5″ 

trim white drum shade. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 30.5" H Item Number:  JDZL-1081RDP $747.00 MSRP       
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MULTI-COLORED KANGXI 

LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp with multicolored Kangxi design. Comes on an acrylic base with 

0.5″ trim drum shade in white. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 30" H Item Number:  JDZL-175RDP $477.00 MSRP       
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CELADON BOTTLE-SHAPED 

LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain bottle-shaped vase lamp in with blue and rust design on celadon 

background. Comes on acrylic base with 0.5″ trim white drum shade. Features real brass hardware 

with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 26" H Item Number:  JDZL-1165RDP $417.00 MSRP       
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YELLOW AND GOLD 

PEACOCK MELON JAR LAMP 

Porcelain melon jar lamp in yellow with gold peacock design on acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum 

shade in white. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 22.5" H Item Number:  JDZL-1556RDP $417.00 MSRP       
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BLUE AND RUST FLORAL 

VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp with blue and rust flower design. Comes on a wood base with 

cream flare shade. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 23" H Item Number:  JDZL-28 $417.00 MSRP       
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NEWPORT COLLECTION 

KANGXI VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp in Kangxi design. Comes on a hand-gilded gold leaf base with 

silk shade. Reproduced in collaboration with Newport Mansions and The Preservation Society of 

Newport County. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 36" H Item Number:  NPML1114GL $1,317.00 MSRP       
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FOOT-STOMPED CLAY 

VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp with pink bird design. Made with foot-stomped clay. Comes on 

a wood base with an empire shade in white. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique 

finish. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 29" H Item Number:  JDZL-1170 $567.00 MSRP       
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GREEN BAMBOO LAMP 

Porcelain melon jar lamp with green bamboo design. Comes on an acrylic base with 0.5″ trim 

drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 28" H Item Number:  JDZL-1568RDP $537.00 MSRP       
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KANGXI BEAKER VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain beaker vase lamp with multicolored Kangxi figures design. Comes on an 

acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed 

antique finish. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 31" H Item Number:  JDZL-1524RDP $765.00 MSRP       
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BLUE & MULTI-COLOR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase with blue and multicolored peacock design on acrylic base with 0.5″ 

trim white drum shade. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 30.5" H Item Number:  JDZL-1081RDP $747.00 MSRP       
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MULTI-COLORED KANGXI 

LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp with multicolored Kangxi design. Comes on an acrylic base with 

0.5″ trim drum shade in white. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 30" H Item Number:  JDZL-175RDP $476.00 MSRP       
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IMARI JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain jar with Imari design. Comes on a hand-gilded gold leaf base with box 

pleated shade in cream. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 29" H Item Number:  1620GL $1,017.00 MSRP       
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OVAL IMARI JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain jar lamp in oval shape with Imari design. Comes on a wood base with a 

cut corner oval shade in white. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 22" H Item Number:  AGL1251 $355.00 MSRP       
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OVAL IMARI JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain jar lamp in oval shape with Imari design on hand-gilded gold leaf base. 

Comes with a cut corner oval shade in white. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 22" H Item Number:  AGL1251GL $477.00 MSRP       
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IMARI GOURD LAMP 

Tall reproduction porcelain gourd lamp with Imari design and gold touches. Comes on an acrylic 

base with drum shade in cream. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 31.5" H Item Number:  JDZL-1280RDP $771.00 MSRP       
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IMARI AND GOLD VASE LAMP 

Antique reproduction porcelain lamp with Imari pattern and gold touches. Comes on a brass base 

with white empire shade. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 31" H Item Number:  JDZL-217 $864.00 MSRP       
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WHITE DOUBLE GOURD 

LAMP 

Porcelain double gourd vase lamp in white. Comes on an acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in 

white. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 29" H Item Number:  1880RDP $567.00 MSRP       
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DARK BLUE VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp in dark blue on acrylic base with carved banded design at neck 

base. Comes with a white drum shade with 0.5″ trim. Features real brass hardware with hand-

rubbed antique finish. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 29" H Item Number:  1822RDP $567.00 MSRP       
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GREEN VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp in green on hand-gilded gold leaf base. Comes with a box 

pleated shade in cream. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 28" H Item Number:  1804GL $597.00 MSRP       
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GREEN MEI PING VASE LAMP 

Porcelain meiping shaped vase in green. Comes on an acrylic base with white flared shade. 

Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 28" H Item Number:  1862ARDP $567.00 MSRP       
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CELADON MEI PING LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain meiping shape vase lamp in celadon on acrylic base with drum shade. 

Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 27" H Item Number:  1762RDP $537.00 MSRP       
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CELADON VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain meiping shaped vase lamp in celadon with hand-gilded silver leaf base. 

Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 27" H Item Number:  1762SL $567.00 MSRP       
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CELADON VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain guan yin shaped vase lamp in celadon with hand-gilded silver leaf base. 

Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 32" H Item Number:  1757SL $717.00 MSRP       
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CELADON VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain guan yin shaped vase lamp in celadon with antique finish on acrylic base. 

Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 33" H Item Number:  1757ARDP $507.00 MSRP       
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CELADON VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain guan yin shaped vase lamp in celadon on hand-gilded gold leaf base. 

Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 32" H Item Number:  1757GL $717.00 MSRP       
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WHITE CRACKLE VASE LAMP 

Porcelain vase lamp in white crackle design on acrylic base with a 0.5″ trim white drum shade. 

Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 31" H Item Number:  1531RDP $552.00 MSRP       
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YELLOW GOURD LAMP 

Porcelain single gourd vase lamp in yellow on acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade. Features real 

brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. Handmade and hand painted. Due to the 

handmade nature of these vases and natural glaze reactions in kilns, these vases have some minor 

blemishes and are difficult to pair.  

 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 31" H Item Number:  JDZL-1022RDP $497.00 MSRP       
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WHITE GOURD VASE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain gourd lamp in white with carved double bands at base of neck. Comes on 

an acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed 

antique finish. 

Handmade. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time 

so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 29.5" H Item Number:  JDZL-1324RDP $537.00 MSRP       
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ANTIQUE WHITE GINGER 

JAR LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain ginger jar in antique white with foo lion carvings on the sides. Comes on 

an acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. Made with foot-stomped clay. 

Handmade. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time 

so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 29" H Item Number:  JDZL-1507RDP $675.00 MSRP       
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OXBLOOD GOURD LAMP 

Porcelain gourd vase lamp in oxblood. Comes on an acrylic base with tan drum shade. Features 

real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time 

so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 27" H Item Number:  JDZL-1553RDP $465.00 MSRP       
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COBALT BLUE SQUARE 

TEA CADDIE LAMP 

Porcelain square tea caddie lamp in cobalt blue. Comes on a hand-gilded gold leaf base with 0.5″ 

trim square drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 27" H Item Number:  JDZL-6088AGL $717.00 MSRP       
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SOFT BLUE FOO LION LAMP 

Porcelain vase lamp in soft blue with foo lion head carvings on sides. Comes on a wood base with 

bell shaped shade. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 25" H Item Number:  JDZL-1152B $396.00 MSRP       
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CELADON CACHE POT LAMP 

Porcelain cache pot lamp in celadon on acrylic base with 0.5″ trim white drum shade. 

Handmade. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time 

so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 25" H Item Number:  JDZL-1169BRDP $567.00 MSRP       
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PERIWINKLE BLUE 

MEIPING LAMP 

Porcelain meiping shaped vase lamp in periwinkle blue. Comes on an acrylic base with 0.5″ trim 

drum shade in white. 

Handmade. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time 

so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 27" H Item Number:  JDZL-1510RDP $495.00 MSRP       
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BLUE VASE LAMP 

Large reproduction porcelain vase lamp in blue. Comes on a wood base with white bell shade. 

Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 31" H Item Number:  JDZL-5002 $747.00 MSRP       
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COBALT BLUE SQUARE 

TEA CADDIE LAMP 

Porcelain square tea caddie lamp in cobalt blue. Comes on acrylic base with 0.5″ trim square drum 

shade in white. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 26" H Item Number:  JDZL-6088ASDP $597.00 MSRP       
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SOFT BLUE FOO LION LAMP 

Porcelain vase lamp in soft blue with foo lion head carvings on sides. Comes on acrylic base with 

0.5″ trim white drum shade. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 25" H Item Number:  JDZL-1152BRDP $396.00 MSRP       
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LIGHT CELADON VASE LAMP 

Porcelain vase lamp in light celadon with acrylic base and 0.5″ trim white drum shade. Made with 

foot-stomped clay. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time 

so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 29.5" H Item Number:  JDZL-1170BRDP $567.00 MSRP       
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RED TEMPLE JAR LAMP 

Porcelain temple jar lamp in red. Comes on an acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. 

Handmade. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time 

so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 28.5" H Item Number:  JDZL-1352RDP $427.00 MSRP       
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PERIWINKLE BLUE 

GOURD LAMP 

Porcelain gourd vase lamp in periwinkle blue. Comes on a brass base with 0.5″ trim drum shade. 

Handmade. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time 

so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 29.5" H Item Number:  JDZL-1512RDBR $510.00 MSRP       
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COBALT BLUE SQUARE 

TEA CADDIE LAMP 

Porcelain square tea caddie lamp in cobalt blue. Comes with hand-gilded silver base and 0.5″ trim 

square drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 27" H Item Number:  JDZL-6088ASL $717.00 MSRP       
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SOFT BLUE FOO LION LAMP 

Porcelain vase lamp in soft blue with foo lion head carvings on sides. Comes on hand-gilded silver 

leaf base with white flare shade. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 23" H Item Number:  JDZL-1152BSL $477.00 MSRP       
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WHITE VASE WITH FOO 

DOG HANDLES LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp in white with carved foo dog handles and antique finish. Comes 

on a wood base with white empire shade. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique 

finish. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 33" H Item Number:  JDZL-8022 $537.00 MSRP       
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OXBLOOD FOO LION LAMP 

Porcelain vase lamp in oxblood with foo lion head carvings on sides. Comes on wood base with 

white empire shade. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 25" H Item Number:  JDZL-1152R $396.00 MSRP       
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WHITE VASE WITH FOO 

DOG HANDLES LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain vase lamp in white with carved foo dog handles. Comes on an acrylic base 

with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 31.5" H Item Number:  JDZL-8022RDP $537.00 MSRP       
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OXBLOOD FOO LION LAMP 

Porcelain vase lamp in oxblood with foo lion head carvings on sides. Comes on hand-gilded gold 

leaf base with white empire shade. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 26" H Item Number:  JDZL-1152RGL $477.00 MSRP       
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NAVY BLUE LAMP 

Porcelain bottle shaped lamp in cobalt blue on silver base. Comes with 0.5″ trim drum shade. 

Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time 

so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 29.5" H Item Number:  JDZL-1170DSL $657.00 MSRP       
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3-BANDED ANTIQUE 

WHITE TEA CADDIE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain tea caddie lamp in antique white with 3-banded design. Comes on an 

acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. 

Handmade. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time 

so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 26" H Item Number:  JDZL-1436ARDP $567.00 MSRP       
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OXBLOOD VASE LAMP 

Porcelain vase lamp in oxblood. Comes on a wood base with flared cream shade. Features real 

brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time 

so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 23" H Item Number:  JDZL-1543 $467.00 MSRP       
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OXBLOOD LAMP 

Porcelain double gourd vase lamp in oxblood on acrylic base with tan drum shade. 

Handmade. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time 

so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 27.5" H Item Number:  JDZL-5067RDP $467.00 MSRP       
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YELLOW GOURD LAMP 

Porcelain single gourd vase lamp in lemon yellow with white empire shade. Features real brass 

hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. Due to the handmade nature of these vases and natural 

glaze reactions in kilns, these vases have some minor blemishes and are difficult to pair. 

 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 35" H Item Number:  JDZL-1022 $497.00 MSRP       
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OXBLOOD FOO LION LAMP 

Porcelain vase lamp in oxblood with foo lion head carvings on sides. Comes on acrylic base with 

white drum shade with 0.5″ trim. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time so we can 

ensure a close match. 

Size: 25" H Item Number:  JDZL-1152RRDP $396.00 MSRP       
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SMALL OXBLOOD VASE LAMP 

Small reproduction porcelain vase lamp in oxblood with foo dog handles. Features real brass 

hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time 

so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 21.5" H Item Number:  JDZL-123 $225.00 MSRP       
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4-BANDED ANTIQUE 

WHITE TEA CADDIE LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain tea caddie lamp in antique white with 4-banded design. Comes on an 

acrylic base with 0.5″ trim white drum shade. 

Handmade. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time 

so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 27" H Item Number:  JDZL-1436BRDP $597.00 MSRP       
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OXBLOOD VASE LAMP 

Porcelain vase lamp in oxblood. Comes on an acrylic base with tan drum shade. Features real 

brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time 

so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 24" H Item Number:  JDZL-1543RDP $495.00 MSRP       
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LARGE BLUE JAR LAMP 

Large porcelain temple jar in cobalt blue on acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 29.5" H Item Number:  JDZL-6002ARDP $747.00 MSRP       
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CELADON BEAKER LAMP 

Reproduction porcelain beaker vase lamp in celadon. Made with foot-stomped clay. Comes on an 

acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed 

antique finish. 

Handmade. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order them at the same time 

so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 33" H Item Number:  JDZL-1461RDP $675.00 MSRP       
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DARK BLUE VASE LAMP 

Dark blue porcelain vase lamp. Comes on an acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. 

Features real brass hardware with hand-rubbed antique finish. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Size: 29" H Item Number:  JDZL-9020RDP $525.00 MSRP       
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WHITE GINGER JAR LAMP 

Porcelain ginger jar lamp in white on acrylic base with 0.5″ trim drum shade in white. 

Handmade and hand painted. All lamps are made to order. If purchasing a pair, please order 

them at the same time so we can ensure a close match. 

Sold individually, not as pairs. 

Size: 29.5" H Item Number:  JDZL-6002BRDP $747.00 MSRP       
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